


After emerging from Iran’s early 1980’s industrial movement, Jalice embarked on a 40 
year journey to become one of the strongest and the most innovative office 
manufacturers in the Middle East. Jalice has consistently combined inventive technologies 
with state-of-the-art designs to develop unique office furnishing solutions. We are 
honoured to be known for our product quality, attention to detail and superior customer 
care, achieved through our passionate pursuit of excellence and attention to our client’s 
needs. 

Jalice will continue to hold itself to the highest standards and will insure to use 
innovation and latest technologies to keeps its brand synonymous with quality and trust.
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Unica® is a next-generation mobile partition wall 
that combines clean cut lines, fine materials and 
attention to detail to define a room and create a 
contemporary and functional workspace. It stands 
out for its minimalist design and the reduced 
thickness of the structural parts, adding light to the 
areas it divides. 

Unica® has an anodized aluminum structure with 
full customizability for height. It gives you the ability 
to combine the beauty of glass with the warmth of 
wood and the ability to screen print any logo or 
design onto the glass or the Wooden panels.
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Unica® Monolithic partition wall with a glass and curved 
section profile. Heat isolation and reusable parts 
promote environmental responsibility and efficiency 
while providing great acoustics with both sound 
absorbing and sound-blocking panels from 32 to 35 Db.

curved section
unica® c
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The Metrica® collection has been devised to simplify 
assembly and inspection operations, following a concept of 
flexible walls that makes any successive changes to the 
original space layout simple to complete.

The ease of equipment and interchangeability of the elements, 
makes this the best partition wall to meet the requirements 
of the modern office environment. An innovative, practical 
product with a host of solutions when it comes to installation 
and final use.
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Expressive in both glass and wood solutions, the Metrica®  wall 
combines a high level of practical use with with a wide range 
of profiles and finishes.

The Metrica® system is also environmentally friendly, using 
reusable parts and providing heat isolation. It can also include 
sound absorbing and sound-blocking panels up to 46dB.

single, curved profile
metrica® c

single, square profile
metrica® r

framed double glazing
metrica® v

solid double panels 
metrica® solid



Utility Distribution

Metrica® gives clients the ability to run cables and even utility 
pipes through the system allowing for the utmost flexibility and 
freedom of design. Cables are fed from the ceiling or floors 
through cutouts to Power and Communications outlets built 
into the partitions, and can be accessed easily through 
Metrica®’s removable panel system.





Innovative doors

Doors in wood, glass, plain or framed, 
sliding or hinged that use either exposed 
or continuous invisible hinges.



wood

dark walnut

laminate

gray glossy white

glass

smoky gray bronze cleargray oak maple beech

Customize your wall

Each Metrica® element is available in a range of finishes in 
wood, glass and laminate.  Each can be customized according 
to a client’s taste and specific requirements.



Jalice Office Group

021-89354
info@jalice.ir 
www.jalice.ir




